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The Humbling is a novel by Philip Roth published in the fall of 2009 by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. It is Roth's 30th book and concerns "an aging stage actor whose empty life is altered by a 'counterplot of unusual erotic desire'."
The Humbling - Wikipedia
'The Humbling' is a novel about everything that Roth has been writing about since he published `The Plot Against America' (TPAA) in 2004: aging, death, lust in old age, betrayal, loss, grief. And while he will probably never write a long novel like TPAA again, 'The Humbling' is as good as anything he's written since then.
The Humbling: Philip Roth: 9780547239699: Amazon.com: Books
The compact intensity of Roth’s late fictions suits well the stark truths he explores in The Humbling. Here, he strips a man’s life to its essential movements, onto the light of the stage and off to the darkness of the wings when the curtains come down.” —The Post and Courier “At 76 [Roth] is still leaving scorch marks on the page.”
The Humbling by Philip Roth: 9780307472588 ...
The second to last novel Roth wrote before he retired, The Humbling, is the second lowest rated (3.21) Roth novel on Goodreads (the lowest being The Breast, 3.18! about a man who wakes up one morning—as in Kafka’s “Metamorphosis”—to discover he is a breast). 3.21 is a low rating for Goodreads, and at a glance it appears many people hated it.
The Humbling by Philip Roth - Goodreads
P hilip Roth's career hasn't been short of surprises, but the biggest has been his extraordinary late burst of productivity. Since turning 60, Roth, who is now 76, has published 10 novels,...
The Humbling by Philip Roth | Book review | Books | The ...
V OLU ME 3, I SSUE 5 T HE B R OA DK I LL REV IE W P AGE 2 0 Philip Roth’s Forthcoming Book The Humbling It is clear to anyone who reads contemporary liter- heterosexuality which she had so long before abandoned. ary fiction that Philip Roth has been primarily an agent Through their erotic explorations, Axler finds himself, of change practically from the start of his long and pros- against his better judgment, growing hopeful about the perous career.
(PDF) Philip Roth's The Humbling | James C L Brown ...
The Humbling by Philip Roth. This tale of an ageing actor is a lament for the loss of artistic talent, says Alex Clark.
The Humbling by Philip Roth | Book review | Books | The ...
Directed by Barry Levinson. With Al Pacino, Greta Gerwig, Nina Arianda, Charles Grodin. A stage actor who is slowly losing his mind engages in a relationship with a sexually confused younger woman.
The Humbling (2014) - IMDb
The Humbling (2014) cast and crew credits, including actors, actresses, directors, writers and more.
The Humbling (2014) - Full Cast & Crew - IMDb
Philip Milton Roth (March 19, 1933 – May 22, 2018) was an American novelist and short-story writer.. Roth's fiction, regularly set in his birthplace of Newark, New Jersey, is known for its intensely autobiographical character, for philosophically and formally blurring the distinction between reality and fiction, for its "sensual, ingenious style" and for its provocative explorations of ...
Philip Roth - Wikipedia
Text Philip Roth's 30th book finds him in the middle of an unusual project: a series of four short novels. His new work, "The Humbling," is the third in the quartet, and it's among his darkest yet.
Philip Roth on 'The Humbling' - WSJ
'The Humbling' is a novel about everything that Roth has been writing about since he published `The Plot Against America' (TPAA) in 2004: aging, death, lust in old age, betrayal, loss, grief. And while he will probably never write a long novel like TPAA again, 'The Humbling' is as good as anything he's written since then.
The Humbling (Vintage International): Roth, Philip ...
In his latest novel, "The Humbling," Philip Roth explores the worst nightmare that can befall any artist: the loss of his power, of his ability to do what he does, of his raison d'etre. To his...
'The Humbling,' by Philip Roth - SFGate
Roth is a language wizard and a stern moral judge, and the message he’s recently been bringing us about the process of getting old subverts the traditional mythology. In “Everyman,” “Exit Ghost”...
'The Humbling' by Philip Roth - Los Angeles Times
Roth received PEN’s two most prestigious awards: in 2006 the PEN/Nabokov Award and in 2007 the PEN/Bellow Award for achievement in American fiction. In 2011 he received the National Humanities Medal at the White House, and was later named the fourth recipient of the Man Booker International Prize. He died in 2018.
The Humbling by Philip Roth, Paperback | Barnes & Noble®
Philip Roth's The Humbling Is, At 140 Pages, His Best Book In Years 03/18/2010 05:12 am ET Updated Dec 06, 2017 I read the new Philip Roth novel the other day -- it's just 140 pages, with fewer words than usual per page, so you can knock it off in a few hours -- and I'm still disturbed.
Philip Roth's The Humbling Is, At 140 Pages, His Best Book ...
As it unfolds, “The Humbling,” Roth’s 30th book, is not only the familiar pairing of an older man obsessed with his deterioration and a younger woman whose sexuality promises rejuvenation — “Exit...
Book Review | 'The Humbling,' by Philip Roth - The New ...
Simon Axler, the sixty-five-year-old narrator of The Humbling, Roth’s thirtieth book, shares their fate, but not their self-conscious awareness of its inevitability. After four decades of success in the theatre, Axler, “the last of the best of the classical American stage actors” (p. 2), abruptly loses his ability to perform.
The Humbling by Philip Roth - Identity Theory
Philip Roth is the most decorated American writer of his generation. In Exit Ghost , this master author crafts what may be the final chapter in the story of his beloved hero Nathan Zuckerman. After 11 years of isolation in his New England mountain refuge, Zuckerman returns to New York City and makes three important connections that threaten his carefully protected sense of isolation.
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